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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by:  Keith Nickless and Donal O’Driscoll Edited by: David Taylor  
For use in: Season 9 Week 16 Friendly matches played x26/04/2023 

Correct as of: 26/04/2023 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 



Round 1 

1a Night on Bald Mountain, Boris Godunov and Pictures at an Exhibition are all pieces composed by which Russian 

Composer who died in 1881? Modest Mussorgsky 

1b What Irish dairy brand, used worldwide, had several ads with Irish and French people sharing food, including the 

cliffhanger, 'Hey Dad, Who's taking the horse to France?' Kerrygold 

2a In 1973, the EEC went from six members to nine when Ireland and the UK joined, along with which Scandinavian 

country? Denmark 

2b 
The flag of which European country is a white cross in the centre of a red square field? Switzerland 

3a 
Depicting exactly what you might expect, 'The Scream' is a painting by which Norwegian artist? Edward Munch 

3b 
A Volkswagen Beetle with a mind of its own named Herbie first appeared in which 1968 Walt Disney film starring Dean 

Jones? The Love Bug 

4a 
In the Playstation game 'Jonah Lomu Rugby' which Scottish commentator, known for his distinctive voice, provided in 

game commentary? Bill McLaren 

4b 
Which American woman won the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1983 for her “discovery of mobile genetic 

elements?" Barbara McClintock 

 
 



 
 
 
 
Round 2 

  1a Stefi Graf won the Wimbledon Ladies Singles title in 1992 by beating which Serbian born player? This player had an 

enforced absence from the sport, after she was stabbed by an obsessed fan in 1993. Monica Seles 

1b 
What element on the periodic table has the atomic number 19 and the chemical symbol K? Its symbol is derived from 

its original name, Kalium, named by the German chemist Martin Heinrich Klaproth. Potassium 

2a Which female Scottish crime author is known for, among other works, her ‘Karen Pirie’ series of novels? Val McDermid 

2b What is the name of the animated film starring the voices of Ben Stiller as Alex, Chris Rock as Marty and Sacha Baron 

Cohen as King Julien XIII a ring-tailed Lemur? Ex footballer Vinnie Jones appears providing the voice of Freddie the Dog. 

Please note, the subtitle of this film is required. 

Madagascar 3: Europe's most 

wanted. (prompt on Madagascar) 

3a In 270 CE, which queen of the Palmyrene Empire launched an invasion that led to her eventually annexing Egypt? This 

drew a reaction from the Roman emperor Aurelian, who in 272 CE retaliated; at this retaliation, this queen declared 

herself empress, thus declaring her secession from Rome. Zenobia 

3b 
Lake Kwania and Lake Kyoga make up the largest lake in which East African Country? Uganda 

4a Which Canadian singer-songwriter released the albums “The Woman in Me”, “Come on Over” and “On the Way” 

between 1995 and 1999? Her biggest UK successes were the number 3 hit singles “Man I Feel Like a Woman” and "That 

Don't Impress Me Much”. Shania Twain 

https://www.onthisday.com/people/aurelian
https://www.onthisday.com/people/aurelian
https://www.onthisday.com/people/aurelian


4b Which Italian dessert is made of ladyfingers dipped in coffee, layered with a whipped mixture of eggs, sugar and 

mascarpone cheese and flavoured with cocoa? It's name translates into English as "Pick me up" Tiramisu 

 
 
 
 
Round 3 

1a The Irish Civil War ended 100 years ago in May 1923. Which famous military figure was seen as the leading figure of the 

‘Pro Treaty’ side during the early part of the war? He was killed in an Ambush at Béal na mBláth [bale na blaw] in his 

native county of Cork on August 22nd 1922. Michael Collins 

1b Brussels is the capital and largest city in Belgium, Antwerp, in Flanders, is the second largest city. Which city, also in 

Flanders, is the third largest city in Belgium? Ghent 

2a At the 2023 Grammy awards which Canadian singer and pianist, who also holds Italian citizenship, won the award for 

Best Traditional Pop Album with his album “Higher”? Michael Bublé 

2b Which major drinks company, based in London, owns drinks brands such as Guinness, Bailey's, Gordon's Gin and 

Smirnoff Vodka? Diageo 

3a Two players have won the Men’s World Snooker Championship a record seven times. Which Scottish player was the first 

to achieve this, beating Mark Williams to win his seventh title in 1999? Four of his other six victories in the Tournament 

came against Jimmy White. Stephen Hendry 

3b An Optometrist examines which of the five senses? Sight (accept vision) 



4a 
Which Irish playwright is known for plays such as Sive, The Chastitute and The Field? The latter of these was made into a 

film starring Richard Harris and Brenda Fricker. John B. Keane 

4b Which young adult Netflix tv series about two teenage boys and a psychic girl fighting deadly spirits plaguing London is 

based on a series of books written by Jonathan Stroud? Lockwood & Co 

 
 
 
Round 4 

1a 
Long Walk to Freedom was the autobiography of which man? He would go on to be South Africa's first black president in 

1994. Nelson Mandela 

1b Which sitcom of the 1980s starred Gordon Kaye as cafe owner Rene Artois and was set in occupied France during World 

War II? Allo' Allo' 

2a What is the name of the major showcase event in Professional Bodybuilding? Somewhat controversially, the Women’s 

Bodybuilding Division was removed from this event after 2015 and only restored in 2020. Ronnie Coleman won this 

event eight times. The Olympia 

2b Which form of therapy was pioneered by Fritz Perls and his wife Laura (although she never got full credit)? While the 

German word which gives this therapy its name has no direct English translation, it can be loosely translated as ‘whole’ 

or ‘form’ as the therapy centres around the client’s awareness of their environment. Gestalt (Geshtalt) 

3a In January 2023 the Royal Mail released a set of postage stamps celebrating the work and global success of which British 

rock/heavy metal band who were formed in London in 1975? Iron Maiden 



3b Affable yorkshireman, Danny Malin is behind which Youtube channel, where he goes to fast food restaurants and parks a 

folding table and chair outside? Rate my Takeaway 

4a Who was the 5th President of the United States? Spain ceded Florida to the USA in 1819 during his presidency. James Monroe 

4b If you travel due south from Medicine Hat Alberta, Which American state, with state capital Helena, would you reach 

first? Montana 

 
 

HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
 
 
Round 5 

1a The Irish Civil War ended 100 years ago in May 1923. Which famous politician was seen as the leading figurehead of the 

‘Anti Treaty’ side, although his actual involvement during the Civil War was minimal? He was sentenced to death for his 

part in the 1916 rising, reportedly due to being born in the US. Éamon deValera 

1b Copenhagen is the capital city of Denmark, Aarhus on the Jutland peninsula is the second largest. Which city, the 

birthplace of Hans Christian Andersen, is the third largest? Odense 

2a At the 2023 Grammy Awards Kim Petras became the first transgender woman to win a Grammy. She achieved this with 

the song “Unholy” on which she collaborated with which British non-binary singer? Sam Smith 

2b Which major drinks company, based in Amsterdam, owns drinks brands such as Amstel, John Smith's, Murphy's Irish 

Stout and Strongbow cider? Heineken NV 



3a Two players have won the Men’s World Snooker Championship a record seven times. Which English player, nicknamed 

‘The Rocket', was the most recent to achieve this in 2022, beating Judd Trump to win his seventh title? Ronnie O'Sullivan 

3b An audiologist examines which of the five senses? Hearing 

4a Which Irish playwright is famous for plays such as Philadelphia Here I Come, Translations and Dancing at Lughnasa [loo-

na-sa]? The latter of these was made into a film starring Meryl Streep and Michael Gambon. Brian Friel 

4b Which Netflix Tv series tells the story of Alina Starkov, an orphan and cartographer as she discovers she has special gifts? 

It was based on a series of books by Leigh Bardugo. Shadow and Bone 

 
 
 
Round 6 

1a 
Dreams from my Father was an autobiography of which man? He became the first African American President of the USA in 

2009? Barack Obama 

1b Which popular BBC sitcom of the 1970s and 80s was based on the theme of the declining wealth of the British Upper class 

and the increasing wealth of the Nouveau Riche? It starred Penelope Keith as Audrey fforbes-Hamilton and Peter Bowles as 

Richard De Vere. To the Manor Born 

2a 
What is the second biggest showcase event in professional bodybuilding? Somewhat controversially, both Women’s 

Physique and Women’s Bodybuilding categories have been dropped from this event in recent years. 

The Arnold Sports Festival 

(accept Arnold Classic) 



2b 
Which form of therapy was pioneered by American Psychiatrist, Carl Rogers? The theoretical underpinning of this form of 

therapy are the ‘Core Conditions’ of empathy, congruence and unconditional positive Regard. 

Person Centred Therapy 

(accept Client Centred 

therapy) 

3a 
In February 2023 Carlos Acosta announced that the Birmingham Royal Ballet would be presenting an evening of Ballet using 

the music of which Birmingham based musical legends? Black Sabbath 

3b 
Hirsute Yorkshireman, Adam Moran, is behind which Youtube Channel in which he takes on many daring eating challenges, 

some at home and some in restaurants? Beard Meats Food 

4a 
Who was the 4th President of the United States? He led the United States into the war of 1812. James Madison 

4b 

CapeMay Point is the most Southerly point of which East Coast American State, with its state capital at Trenton? New Jersey 

 
 
 
Round 7 

1a Stefi Graf won the Wimbledon Ladies Singles title in 1993 by beating which Czech born player who famously broke down 

in tears and was consoled by the Duchess of Kent? This player, who died in 2017, would go on to win the title herself in 

1998. Jana Novotna 

1b What element, with the Atomic number 19 has the chemical symbol W, owing to its original German name, Wolfram? Tungsten 



2a Although the first name she writes under could be male or female, which female Scottish crime author is known for her 

‘Lorimer’ series of crime novels? Alex Gray 

2b What is the name of the TV series starring Stephen Amell as Oliver Queen, Emily Bett Rickards as Felicity Smoak? Ex 

Footballer Vinnie Jones also appeared in nine episodes as a character called Brick. Arrow 

3a One of the more prominent women in the Julio-Claudian dynasty, which Roman Empress was murdered on the orders of 

her son, Nero? Agrippina the Younger 

3b Etosha Pan is the largest lake entirely within which Southern African Country? Namibia 

4a Which Canadian Singer Songwriter, released the albums The Colour of My Love and Falling into You between 1993 and 

1996? Her biggest UK success was the number one hit "My Heart Will Go On". Celine Dion 

4b Which Italian dessert is made of sweetened cream thickened with gelatin and moulded. Its name translates into English 

as "cooked cream"? Panna Cotta 

 
 
 
 
 
Round 8 

1a The Second Hurricane, The Tender Land and Fanfare for the Common Man were all composed by which American 

composer who died in 1990? Aaron Copeland 

1b Which Irish Lager Brand, had a famous ad depicting an Irish emigrant remembering 'Sally O'Brien (Played by Allo Allo 

actress Vicki Michelle) and the way she might look at you.'? Harp 



2a 
In 1995 , the EU went from 12 members to 15, when Austria and Finland joined, along with which Scandinavian country? Sweden 

2b The flag of which European country consists of three horizontal stripes: red, yellow and red, the height of the yellow 

stripe being equal to the combined height of the two red stripes? Spain 

3a Featuring a man in a bowler hat whose face is completely obscured by an apple, Son of Man is a painting by which 

Belgian artist? René Magritte 

3b in which 1983 John Carpenter film starring Keith Gordon, does the titular car, with a girl's name, go on a killing spree? It 

is based on a Stephen King Novel of the same name. Christine 

4a In the Playstation game 'Knockout Kings 99', which Boxing Referee, known for his catchphrase 'let's get it on' provided 

the voiceover for any in-fight refereeing decisions? Also a judge, he would later star in a titular courtroom reality show. Mills Lane 

4b Who became the only British female scientist to win a Nobel Prize in any of the three sciences it recognises? She won 

this prize in 1964 for her “determinations by X-ray techniques of the structures of important biochemical substances". Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin 

 
We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are all members of OQL so 

please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 



Spares 

1 ‘Things can only get better’ by D-ream was the walk on theme for many years of which Darts Player? Then MC Phil Jones 

routinely interrupted the word ‘better’ by shouting out this player’s surname. He famously won the World Championship 

with a 138 finish in 1983 after Eric Bristow opted not to go for Bullseye Keith Deller 

2 Which British/French comedy?drama whodunnit series is based on an idyllic Caribbean island and has starred Ben Miller, 

Kris Marshall, Ardal O’Hanlon and currently Ralf Little as eccentric detectives who solve a murder every week in under an 

hour Death in Paradise 

3 Clonakilty in County Cork, Ireland is famous for what foodstuff? In spite of its name this food is savoury and more likely 

to be eaten for breakfast than a dessert. Black Pudding 

4 Rick Derringer wrote and performed 'Real American' the entrance music for which famous wrestler, whose real name is 

Terry Bollea, who according to 'Kayfabe' had 24 inch biceps? Hulk Hogan 

 
 


